
Wishful Thinking

	
 Each year when I started off upper-level classes, especially honors courses, kids new to 
my pull-everyone-in, sheepdog-herding style of management tended to get a bit glassy-eyed.  
Some felt, at times, singled out and overwhelmed. 

A few weeks into the semester, however, after figuring things out, usually my students 
began to relax.  When a little time had passed, most caught on to the fact that my constant and 
often noisy demand that all students stay with me, stay awake, and stay on task, was, in the end, 
the safer road.  An innate conviction made me believe that if I could just manage to keep the 
group together; if, obstinately and stubbornly, I never stopped pulling, prodding and pushing?

Ultimately I could herd as many students as possible all the way along the road to our 
final destination.  Not only was there the hope that, somewhere along this path my students might 
gain an academic comprehension, but – and here was the yet more powerful bit of educational 
mysticism – as many children as possible would have been forced through unceasing 
interventionist efforts to earn their true, if often belligerently hidden, goal: 

A passing grade.
	
 So many careworn, never-endingly labeled students had learned.  It was so much safer, 
really, to project a face-saving defiance as you sat through year after year of a media and 
textbook marginalization; as, passively, you were forced through class after class projecting a 
dispassionate social denigration, up to and including an outright cultural exclusion; as you 
survived the blatant, building-enforced actions behind a social elitism, poverty stereotyping, 
homogenous “dumb-kid” grouping, and, now, in the theoretically compassionate age of a 
statistical liability? 

Over a decade of an unacceptable failure test-score branding.*
So much easier to pretend, that?

	
 Oh well, you had never really wanted that grade anyway.
Following intuition, I believed that the key was relatively simple: 
Ignore labels.  
Refuse to see, accept or promote the modern-day theory of a publicly humiliating deficit.  

Reject analyses arguing a cultural or individual failure; sidestep the humiliating, degrading 
classifications; avoid looking for, and accommodating, that modern-day “statistically proven” 
inability – and simply trust wholeheartedly to the fact that there never was a student (even that 
one who managed to keep it a deeply hidden secret) who didn’t wish, always and forever, for the 
safety and social respect promised through an overtly recognized success.   

If, as the teacher; if, as the person in charge?  
Well if, counter to a patent and even confrontational resistance, you rejected the modern-

day argument behind test-score-labeling deficits, and instead refused to dumb down assignments; 
if, methodically and repeatedly, you forced truth onto students simply by obstinately showing 
them, over and over, and then one more time, over again, that each and every child owned the 
faculty to not just work, but work hard, and, in working hard?  In living up to your relentless 
demands for a better attendance, for handing in assignments, for sitting up and paying attention, 
for taking notes, for conscientiously participating and responding – all of this done so that, in the 
end, despite their best efforts to fail they had alternately and accidentally earned, and now 
owned, a good grade. 

A grade that an autonomous labor had so very plainly and undeniably produced.  



Suddenly, hardened don’t-call-me-a-schoolboy, no-way-I’m-a-schoolgirl students had no 
choice but to come to terms with their exclusively produced and no longer secret ability.  This 
was the mystical answer.  This was the educational talisman.  Once you gave a student that; once 
you had not only pushed her or him toward, but made her or him honestly warrant and then 
overtly carry around an openly acknowledged reputation for a publicly lauded success – oh, it 
just wasn’t as easy as any of them thought to give that up.  	


To turn their backs and, ignoring a documented talent, walk away.  
	
 I heard, occasionally: “Aw, Miss, you don’t let me fail.”
	
 Probably?  
	
 Well, it seems likely.  
	
 Chances are that that is what Carlos meant when, after handing in his final paper, he 
thanked me before adding: “You made me sit still and listen; you didn’t stupidify me.”

It was never easy being a student; all you could do each year, and with each class?
Was go in wishing and hoping that the person in charge wouldn’t stupefy – or stupidify – 

you.  
And as, ever more assertively, minutely pre-scripted academic programs began to invade 

low-income buildings; and as, in an increasing number, inflexibly ordered mandates began to call 
out for yet more obligatory professional developments; and as, ever more aggressively, low-
income school employees found themselves coerced into the impotent role of voiceless trainees...

Frustrated school-score identified bad teachers?
Began, fervently, to wish for it as well. 

*I have often wondered how we, as a nation, have gotten to that place where we now allow our government to tell us 
that the methodical, accusatory label of “failure” will somehow motivate a student and/or teacher ability.  Wouldn’t 
almost any social scientist, minister, therapist, psychologist or psychiatrist explain that it is this very action which 
will, in fact, likely garner the exactly opposite result?  (And how important is it to note that, for more than ten years 
now, across the nation the overwhelming preponderance of those students we have thought it necessary to repeatedly 
and denigratingly label as failures are not White?)


